How old was he when he died?
Find the portrait of Raoul Warocqué, the
collector whom we can thank for the creation
of a museum in the Mariemont site.
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Can you draw this castle…
Find this detail back in one of the paintings.
What was this part of the castle used for?

Let's begin our tour in the basement
with an introduction to the history of
Mariemont (History of Hainaut).

1. History of Mariemont: this painting by J-B Simons represents the castle of
Prince Charles Alexander of Lorraine, governor of our regions from 1740 to
1780. The wing of the castle from which horses are coming was used as a stable.
You can still see the ruins of this castle in the Park. Don't hesitate to go and
discover them.

GO!

6. Room A-Greek collection: this is the statue of a warrior (460 BC). The statue
had been damaged, this is why the left leg was restored... The complete
equipment of a warrior at the time was made of a helmet, a spear and a shield.
7. Room B: this colossal bust propably represents the one of Cleopatra VII, the
last queen of Egypt. The other fragment of the sculpture is the intertwined
hands of the queen and her son, Caesarion.
Room B-Roman collection: these frescos used to decorate the dining rooms of a
rich villa in Boscoreale (near Pompeii) which belonged to Publius Fannius
Synistor. We can recognize pine cones, pomegranates, bunches of grapes and a
fowl.

2. History of Mariemont: Raoul Warocqué was born in 1870 and died in 1917. He
therefore was 47 years old when he died.
3. Tournai porcelain: this plate is part of the Duke of Orleans’service, a service
also called «birds from Buffon». This service was ordered at the manufacture of
Tournai in 1787 by Louis Philippe II, Duke of Orleans (1747-1793). The animal
represented in the middle is a peacock.

8. Room C- Far Eastern collection: Buddha is represented in the middle of the
stele. We can still see traces of yellow and red colours on his clothes. His skin
was gilded to symbolize the radiance of his perfection.

4. Archaeology of Hainaut: during the Roman and Gallo-roman periods the
milestone was mainly used to indicate distances between cities. This one was
discovered in Péronnes-les-Binche, along the ancient Roman road between
Bavay and Tongres. It was set up in this area under the reign of the Emperor
Antoninus Pius (138-161). It is 2m20 high.

9. Room D-Far Eastern collection: on the brush pot we can see a dragon, symbol
of the Emperor and a phoenix, symbol of the Empress.

5. Room A-Egyptian collection: on this stele we can recognize crocodiles, a
snake, a scorpion, a lioness, a gazelle and a hippopotamus. These animals are
known to be dangerous. By standing on them and dominating them, Horus is
considered as very powerful.

The pavilion at the end the room comes from Japan. It is a tea pavilion
(chashitsu) where tea ceremonies are organized by the Urasenke school.

What kind of ceremonies are celebrated inside?
At the end of this room you can see a pavilion built in the middle
of a sand garden.
Which country is it from?
The object comes from the north of China. Who is the person
represented in the middle of the stele?

is the symbol
of the Empress.

The second part of room C, as well as
room D are dedicated to the Far Eastern
collection.

It is a brush pot made in China but intended for the Vietnamese
court. The decor is mainly composed of two animals, symbols of
the Emperor and the Empress. What are these legendary
animals?
is the symbol
of the Emperor. &
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In the last room (D) let's find this
object.
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Coming back to the staircase, we go
through the section dedicated to the
Archaeology of Hainaut.

Let's carry on over to the section
"Tournai porcelain".
Find this plate and identify the animal represented in the middle:

This is a detail of a large object located in this collection. The
text says «To the Emperor Antoninus Pius, father of the land. From
Bavay of the Nervii, 22 000 steps».
What is the name of this object?
What do you think it was used for?

Imagine now another scenery to this plate....
(advice... your drawing should be centered)

Can you write the Roman numeral you see on it?
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Let's now head towards the first floor of
the Museum. It shelters the collections
from the Mediterranean world (Egypt,
Greece, Rome) and from the Far-East.
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You can find this piece in the Egyptian room (Room A). The God
Horus as a child is represented with different animals. Name at
least three of them.

In room A find this Greek
statue.
Who is it?
Why do you think is the left leg different from the
rest of the sculpture?

Why would Horus hold some animals in his hands and stand on
others?

Which part of his equipment is missing to be
complete? Add the elements on the picture.
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In room B there is a fragment of a HUGE
STATUE representing a queen (more than 3
meters high). This bust was found near
Alexandria (Egypt).
Who is she?
Another piece of this sculpture was also found. Which bodypart is it?
(this part does not have the same color as the bust)

At the end of room B you can see frescos
which used to decorate a Roman villa in
Boscoreale (near Pompeii).
On one part of these frescos, you can see food. What do you recognize ?

In which room of the villa could you find this fresco ?
Can you imagine a recipe with these ingredients ?

